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Imagine that Bloggs is faced with a choice between giving a benefit to his child,
or a slightly greater benefit to a complete stranger. The benefit is whatever the
child or the stranger can buy for $roo-Bloggs has $roo to give away-and it
just so happens that the stranger would buy something fi'om which he would
gain a slightly greater benefit than would Bloggs's child. Let's stipulate that
Bloggs believes this to be, and let's stipulate, as well, that he believes that the
consequences of his actions are otherwise identical. He chooses to give the
benefit to his child. What do we learn about Bloggs from his choice? We learn
that Bloggs cares more about his child than he does about complete strangers.
Nor is anyone likely to be surprised by this, for it just goes to show that he
is much like the rest of us. He gives preferential treatment to his nearest and
dearest when he acts, those with whom he has a special relationship, much
as we do.
Now imagine that we ask Bloggs to justify his choice. Suppose he says that
he did what was best, and that it was the best thing for him to do because the
benefit went to his child. What do we learn about Bloggs from his attempt to
provide a justification for giving the benefit to his child? Assuming that this
is supposed to be the most basic value relevant to his choice we learn that, in
addition to cafing more about his child than he does about complete strangers,
he thinks that, in so doing, he cares about what is of fundamental value. As he
sees things, there is a distinctive form of value-'relative' value, as it has come
to be called (Parfit 1984: z7)-reahzed in his giving the smaller benefit to his
chi1d. That is what is signalled by his citing the fact that the benefit accrues
to /rls child: this is the special relationship just mentioned. Moreover Bloggs
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'We can represent the content of the universalized belief from which Bloggs
derives his beliefs about the neutral value of the benefits that accrue to both
the stranger and his child as follows (Smith zoo3).

thinks, correctly, that this kind of value wouldn't be realized if he instead gave
the greater benefit to the stranger.
'We can represent Blogg's universalized belief, the belief from which
he
derives his belief about the value of giving the benefit to his child, as follows

N: Vx Vy (Benefits enjoyed by the maximal
ofy are good")

(Snith zoo3).

R: Vx (x's child's enjoying a benefit is good*)

child justifies your giving the smaller benefit to him when you must also
agree that there is more value in giving the greater benefit to the complete
stranger?'
Bloggs's response, let's suppose, is to concede that there is value of another

fqlm-'nsu1ral' value, as it has come to be called (Parfit 1984: z7)-realtzed
in giving the larger benefit to the complete stranger, and that there is more
value of this form realized in giving the larger benefit to the complete stranger
than there is in giving the smaller benefit to his child. But he insists that the
additional relative value realized in giving the smaller benefit to his child more
than compensates for that loss of neutral value. Indeed, we can suppose that
Bloggs thinks that if the loss in neutral value had been much larger, but the
gain in relative value had remained rnuch the same, therr the additional relative
value would not have compensated for the loss. His justification is thus specific
to the circumstances in which he makes his choice. His clairn is simply that,
in these circumstances, the gain in relative value compensates for the loss of
neutral value.

aggregate composed inter alia

N

entails that benefrts enjoyed by the aggregate composed of Bloggs's child
and the complete stranger are both goodBr.,gg., and it presumably entails that
the greater the level ofthe benefit that that aggregate enjoys, the better3lor*,.
In other words, unlike R, N doesn't discriminate between a benefit enjoyed
by Bloggs's child and a benefit enjoyed by a complete stranger. Each of these
bene{its contribute to the level of benefit enjoyed by aggregates of which they

I\

entails that there is values,,*" in Bloggs's children enjoying benefits,
and it also entails that there is vallle".r,,,"u,,"
in someone else's children's
"1."
enjoying benefits. But it leaves it open that there is no value31ung, in someone
else's children's enjoying benefits, and no value.o,,,"o,r"
in Bloggs's children
"1,"
enjoying benefits. Assuming that R is true, and assuming that the question
relevant to the justification of choice is what has value.5oo.",, Bloggs's choice
would thus seem to be justified.
Finally, imagine we challenge Bloggs's justification. 'You must surely agree',
we say, 'that there is value of another form, narnely neutral value, that attaches
to the benefits enjoyed by your child and the stranger. For just irnagine
that you didn't bear any special relationship to either your child or to the
cornplete stranger. Wouldn't you then assign at least some value to the benefit
each receives, and wouldn't the amount of value you assign covary with
the level of the benefit? If so, then you will surely agree that there is more
value of this forrn in giving the greater benefit to the complete stranger. So
how can you think that the value that attaches to giving the benefit to your
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are both a part, and so each has values1.,**.
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In these terms we can now represent the way in which Bloggs weighs the
values posited by R and N. Though, in virtue of the truth of N, Bloggs reasons
that it would be better3lo*g, to give the benefit to the complete stranger, he
also reasons that there is, in virtue of the truth of R, additional goodness,rtor*
in the benefit enjoyed by his child. [n the circumstances, he thinks that this
additional goodnessolo** tips the balance, making it the case that there is more
goodnesst lor$ overall-that is, more goodnessuto**, in virtue of the truth of
both R and N-in the benefit enjoyed by his child than there is in the benefit
enjoyed by the complete stranger. As a result, he concludes that it is betterl3lo*t
overall for hirn to give the benefit to his child.
Finally, suppose we tell Bloggs that he really shouldn't give the smaller
benefit to his child; that he should give the larger benefit to the complete
'What
might Bloggs say in response? One obvious
stranger none the less.
response would be that we are mistaken, as our view of what he should do
seems to be based solely on the neutral values at stake, whereas there are
relative values at stake too, values ofwhich we are either ignorant or which we
are willfully ignoring. In either case, he might say, we should think again. This
would be to object to what we say he should do on the grounds that it is false.
However suppose we convince him that we aren't willfully ignoring relative
values, and that it is he who is mistaken: there are no relative values, and hence
only neutral values are at stake. Another perhaps less obvious response, but one
which he might well give at this point, is that it would ruin his life, and perhaps
his child's as well, if he had to systematically ignore his special relationship
with his child in making such choices: that consistently doing what we say he
should do is inconsistent with his living a worthwhile life, and perhaps with
his child's livinE a worthwhile life too. This would not be to object to what

II
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say he should do orr the grounds that it is false. Indeed, it isn't clear that
this is any sort of objection to what we say he should do. Bloggs seems rather
to be taking it for granted that he should do what we say he should do. He is
sinrply putting on record the personal cosr to him of his doing so, and the cost

we

(O) Vx (x ought to Q ttr $-ing is best,)
This is, in e{lect, the claim that the justification of choice is a matter of what
has va1ue.6.ro.", alluded

Our lives are given shape, meaning and value by what we hold dear, by chose persons
and life projects to which we are especially conlnitted. This impiies that when we act
we rnust give a special place to those persons (typically our family and friends) and
those projects. But, according to consequentialism classically conceived, the rightrress
and wrongness of an action is determined by the action's consequences consideled
iirepartially, without reference to the agent whose actions they are consequences of. It
is the nature ofany particular consequenca lhat niatters, not the identity ofthe agent
responsible for the consequence. It seerns th-en that consequentialism is in conflict with
what makes life worth living. (Jackson rggr: 46r)

z.

Brg 'C'consequentialism and the nearest
and dearest objection
'C'

consequentialism:

that's big 'C', as opposed to small 'c', consequentialism. Big 'C' consequentialisnr rnakes two crucial clairns. First, it urakes a substantive claim about the
natllre of value. It says that all values are neutral (Parfit r984). Second, it makes
a conceptual clain about the nature of obligation. It says that facts about what
we ought to do can be analysed in terrns of facts about which of the various
things that we can do will maxirnize value (we will return to the details of this

'C' consequentialism 'is in conflict with
what makes life worth living' because it 'would, given the way things more or
less are, render the morally good life not worth living'.
lJnfortunately, Jackson doesn't ever spell out what exactly this conflict is
supposed to amount to. Indeed, the only other tirne he explicitly mentions the
nature of the conflict is right at the end of the paper when he sums up.

Jackson's suggestion is thus that big

in a morrent).
Unsurprisingly, since big 'C' consequentialism entails that there are no
relative values, it follows that, in Bloggs's choice situation, there is no additional
relative value realized in his giving the smaller benefit to his child to justify
his doing that rather than giving the greater benefit to the complete stranger.
Big 'C' consequentialism thus holds that Bloggs acts wrongly when he gives :,
the groo to his child. Having said that, however, we must immediately add
that what Bloggs does isn't at odds with small 'c' consequentialism. Small 'c'
consequentialism agrees with big'C'consequentialism's conceptual claim about
the nature of obligation. It simply denies big 'c' consequentialism's subsranrive
claim about the nature of value. 'Whereas big'C' consequentialism holds that
all values are neutral, small 'c' consequentialism is silent about the nature of
values. Values might all be neutral, or they rnight all be relative, or some might
be neutral while others are relative. To repeat, small 'c' consequentialism,
unlike big'C' consequentialism, takes no stand on this substantive issue about
the form of the values.
Bloggs implicitly cornmitted hirnself to small 'c' consequentialism when he
attempted to justify giving groo to his child. For he argued that, when we take
into account the value that derives from both N and R, we see that his giving
the smaller benefit to his child is acrually better3lo**, than giving the larger
benefit to the complete stranger. \X/hat Bloggs appeals to is thus the following
principle connecting indexed value with obligation:
analysis

.

L-

to above.

Frank Jackson joins this debate over big 'C' conseqttentialisrn in his
'Decision-Theoretic Consequentialism and the Nearest and Dearest Objection'
(Jackson r99r). Here is the opening passage ofJackson's paper.

to his child.

Bloggs's story brings into sharp relief the debate over big
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My concern...has been to reply to the objection that consequentialism would, given
the way things more or less are, render the morally good life not worth living.
I take this to be the really disturbing aspect of the nearest and dearest objection.
Consequentialists ... cannot live with the conflict with a life worth living, given the
way things rrrore or less are. That would be to invite the challenge that their conception
of what ought to be done had lost touch with human monlity. flackson rggr: 482)

Before considering the details of his response, we therefore need to bring out
what, as he sees things, the conflict between big 'C' consequentialism and
living a life worth living is supposed to be.
The reason for doing this is that, at first blush at any rate, Jackson looks
to be making a version of the second response that we imagined Bloggs
nnking above. But, much as we said in that case, this response doesn't seern
to constitute an objection to big 'C' conseqttentialism at all. It seems rather
to be an observation about the personal cost of doing what the theory tells
an agent to do. Indeed, it is hard to see how the mere possibility of a
conflict between an agent's living up to the obligations posited by a moral
theory and that agent's living a life worth living could constitute an objection
to that moral theory. This is because every noral theory, or anyway every

---'l
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indirectly collect'iuely self-deJeating when it is true that, if several people try to achieve
their T-given aims, these aims would be worse achieved.

plausible moral theory, will teli people that they should sornetirnes acr in
ways that will rnake their own lives not worth living. All that is required is
that they have the bacl luck to find thenrselves in the right (wrong?) kind of

difl-erent versions, this may be true of C. C implies that,
we
should
try to do what would make the outcome as good as
whenever we can,
possibie. If we are disposed to act in this way, we ate pure do-gooders. [f we were all
pure do-gooders, this might make the outcome worse. This rnight be true even if
we aiways did what, of the acts that are possible for us, would make the outcone
best. The bad ellects would corne, not froln our acts, but from our disposition.

On ail or most of its

clrcurrstances.

in

fact considers this reply to the objection with which he
concerned at the very beginning ofhis paper.
Jackson

is

One way to reply ... would be to break the in'rplicit connection between acting morally
and living a life worth living. Doing what is norally right or morally required is one
thing; doing what inakes life worth living is atlorher. Hence, runs the reply, ic is no
refutation of a moral theory rhat doing; as it enjoins would rob life of its shape and
rneanirrg. This is a chilling reply and I will say no rl1ore about ir. (Jackson rggr. 46r)

(Parfrr tg84: z7)

As I understand it, the nearest and dearest objection that worriesJackson is best

But there is nothing especially chilling about a reply that points out an obvious
consequence of every plausible moral theory.
Inragirie a case in which an agent finds himself faced with a choice between
either submitting to torture and subsequent death, so making his life not worth
living, or his bringing about...and here substitute whatever your flvourite
moral theory deerrrs to be an even worse outcome than this agent's torture
and subsequent death. It doesn't nlatter whether your favourite moral theory
says that what rnakes outcomes worse is their realizing less neutral value, or
their realizing less relative value, or their reerlizing less of sorne weighted sum
of value of both kinds. So long as the agent has to choose between making his
own life not worth living and bringing about something that is even worse, by
the theory's own lights-and, to repeat, every plausible moral theory will sat'
that there is a worse outconle than one agent's living a life that is not worth
living-then every plausible moral theory will tell that agent to make his own
liG not worth living. This will sirnply be an application of O.
The upshot is that, if there is to be an objection to big 'C' consequentialism
based orr the fact that it is in conflict with an agent's living a worthwhiie life,
then the objection will have to be that the conflict with big 'C' consequentialism is in some way much more direct and systematic than the conflict we
have just noted. I take it that Jackson thinks that the conflict between big
'C' consequentialisrn and living a liG worth living is indeed more direct and
systernatic, and that this explains why he finds the biting the bullet on the
objectiorr to be such a chilling prospect. But is it plausible to suppose that there
is such a direct and systerrratic conflict?
Derek Parfit famously argues that it is indeed plausible. He suggests that
big 'C' Consequentialisrr-or 'C', as he calls it-is'indirectly collectively
self-defeating'.
Call [a moral t]reory] T

L-_
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understood as a particular maniGstation of big 'C' consequentialism's being
indirectly collectively self-defeating. The objection can be brought out by
imagining a third response Bloggs might have made to otlr suggestion that he
is mistaken and should give the $roo to'the complete stranger.
Bloggs might say, 'suppose we all consistently try and succeed in doing what
big "C" consequentialism tells us to do, which is to maxirnize neutral value.
This would require that the desire for what is neutrally valuable-that is, the
desire for benefits, independently of who receives them-is the strongest of
our desires, But if this was the strongest of our desires then the lives we would
each end up leading would be much worse-that is, there would be less
neutral value in each of our lives, less benefits, considered as a whole-than
there would have been if we had had different desires, and so acted dift-erently.
This is because our each having, as our strongest desire from time to time, the
desire that benefits accrue ro our nearesr and dearest, is a crucial factor in
causing benefits both to ourselves and to our nearest and dearest. Yet if we
sometimes have, as our strongest desire, the desire to give benefits to our
nearest and dearest, then it isn't the case that we always have, as our strongest
desire, the desire that there be as many benefits as possible for people. So our
leading lives that are worth leading-that is, our leading lives in which neutral
value is maximized-is plausibly inconsistent with our always performing acts
that maximize neutral value. So big "C" consequentialism's account of which
acts we should perforrn must be mistaken.'
The crucial assumption Bloggs makes in giving this response is that, as Parfit
puts it, effects can 'come, not from our acts, but from our disposition.' This
seems to be whatJackson has in mind too when he says, in the passage quoted at
the outset, that our 'lives are given shape, meaning and value by what we hold
dear, by those persons and life projects to which we are especially committed.'
The fact that we sometimes have, as our strongest desire, the desire that benefits
accrue to our nearest and dearest, is an important causal factor in producing
benefits both to ourselves and to our nearest and dearest independently ofthe

Y
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acts that such a desire produces (Adams t976). But

in that

case

Generally speaking, then, it follows that limited creatures like ourselves will
have much higher confidence that our actions will produce benefits for those
well known to us, and much lower confidence that our actions will produce
benefits for complete strangers. But if this is right then, even assuming that
benefits are of neutral value only, it follows that acting in ways that produce
smaller benefits for those well known to us, rather than greater bene{its for
complete strangers, will, generally speaking, have greater expected neutral
value. To be sure, on each such occasion there will be an alternative action
available to us that would produce more neutral value in fact, namely, the
action of providing the greater benefit to a complete stranger. But since we
have only a very 1ow expectation that any particular act we could perforrn is
one which would provide a greater benefit to some complete stranger, the
expected neutral value of providing a smaller benefit to those well known to

it follows that if

we all try and succeed in doing what big'C' consequentialism tells us that we
should do, which is to perforrn acts that maximize neutral value, then the outcome rnay well be worse in big'C' consequentialism's own terrns. The outcone
would have been better if we had been differently motivated, and so had failed
to do what big 'C' consequentialism tells us to do. Big 'C' consequentialism
thus appears to condemn its own account of what we ought to do. For it tells
us that things rnay be worse when we try and succeed in making them better.

3. Jackson's reply to the nearest and dearest objection
Jackson's initial reply to the nearest and dearest objection, so understood, takes
issue with the prenriss that big 'C' consequentialism tells us to act in ways
which are such that, if we consistently acted in those ways, we would lead lives
that are not worth living. His reason for rejecting this premiss turns on his view

us

and dearest objection.
As Jackson points out, we generally have a rnuch better idea of what will
benefit those who are known to us, and only the vaguest idea of what will
benefit complete strangers. For example, if I give my child groo, I have a
pretty good idea of what he will spend it on, but I have relatively litde idea of
rvhat a coniplete stranger would spend $roo on. Moreover, even when we do
know what a cornplete sranger will spend groo on, the causal pathway from
any action that we perform to the delivery of that benefit is usually somewhat
nrore unpredictable in the case of a complete stranger than it is in the case of
one well known to rne. I place $roo in my child's hand, and, because I know
hil and his habits, I am confident that he will keep it and spend it in ways that
will benefit hirn. But I arrr rarely in a position to identify a complete stranger
to whon I could provide a substantial benefit by putting $roo in his hand. I
rely on an aid agency to identi$ such strangers for me, and then it beconres
sornewhat obscure how rnuch of what I give to the aid agency, if anything,
ends up in the hands of the complete stranger.

L

will, in most cases, be much greati:r than the expected neutral value of

providing a greater benefit to a complete stranger.
Jackson notes a potential problem with this initial reply to the nearest and
dearest objection.

that, according to most plausible fonnulation ofbig'C' consequentialism, what
agents should do is not act so as to maximize neutral value-that's what we
assurned in constructing the argument against big 'C' consequentialism-but

rather act so as to rnaxirnize expecterl neutral value. I will comment on the
plausibility of this view presently. For the moment, however, let me spell out
how, asJackson sees things, accepting this alternative formulation of big'C'
consequentialisnr provides us with (the beginnings otJ a reply to the nearest ,'
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Ir illight well be objected thar we can distinguish two nearest and dearest objections, and
that I have replied to only one of them. One obiection is, "How can consequentialists
make sense of the fact that there is a relatively small group of people whose welfare
plays a special role in our lives, given the agent-neuffal nature of consequentialism's
value function?" Our reply was that . .. right value translates into right actiou . . . through
an agenr's beliefs, and that when this is appreciated, ernpirical facts about our cognitive
powers and situation rnake it plausible that our actions should be highly focussed much
of the time. The other objection is, "How can consequentialists nake sense of it being
the particular small group of people that it mostly is?" Perhaps consequentialism can
make sense of there being a small group, but why the snall group of family, friends,
fellow citizens, and the iike that it so often is? (Jackson rggt:478)

I

initial reply to the nearest and dearest objection is that
it presupposes an implausible conception of what, according to big 'C'
consequentialism, we should do. But what the potential problem shows is
this isn't the case. For suppose that we substitute his preferred conception.
This makes no dift-erence at all. Someone who consistently rnaximizes expected
neutral value, even someone with limits on their knowledge like those
mentioned, is, for all we've been told, still someone whose strongest desire is
the desire for what is of neutral value. Someone who consistently maxitnizes
expected neutral value is therefore slill someone who fails to have the desires
that make their liG worth iiving. For they do not have, as their strongest desire

As

said, Jackson's

frorn time to time, the desire to provide benefits to their family, ftiends, fellow
citizens, and the like.
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on to supplenrenr his initial reply with the further
that additional empirical facrs explain why the particular srnall

group on which we focus is the srnall group of family, friends, fellow citizens.
and the like.

[]n ciecidi'g w]rat to do here and now an agent rnusr take accounr of what he or she
will do in the future, and that involves taking very seriously questions of characrer.
Do I have the persistence that will be called for, will I rernain sufficiently enrhusiasric
about the project to put in the time required, will I be able to rerain a sufiiciently
irnpartial outlook, will I be able to avoid the various rernptations that will arise, and
so on and so

worthwhile life.
What should we make of this reply? Big 'C' consequentialism is a moral
theory. I take it that this means that it is supposed to tell us what makes acts
right and wrong, not just in the actual world, but in every possible world.

forth?... [A]s a rule we do better for reasons of chzrracter (that no doubt

have an evoiutionary explanation) with projects that involve family and friends rather
than strangers. This is sirnply because we are rnuch less likely to lose the enthusiaslr
required to see the project through to a successful conclusion when the project benefits
people we have a particular a$ection for. (Jackson r99r: 48o)

AsJackson sees things, given that we are enjoined to maxirnize expected neutral
value, these two empirical considerations-the limits of our knowledge, and

the limits of our self-control-conlbine to focus our attention on the benefits
that we can provide for our nearest and dearest.
Jackson's reply suggests that when we told Bloggs's story at the outset we
went badly wrong when we stipulated that he believes that, were the cornplete
stranger to receive the groo, he would buy something from which he would
gain a slightly greater benefit than would Bloggs's own child. Jackson's point
is, in essence, that we thereby stipulated something empirically implausible,
To be ernpirically plausible we would have to imagine that Bloggs is far less
confident about the level of benefit a cornplete stranger will gain from giving
$roo to him than he is about the level of benefit that would accrue ro his
child from being given groo. So when we ask which of the actions available
to Bloggs will rnaximize expected benefit the answer is going to turn out to
be giving the groo to his child.
IfJackson is right then we see that Bloggs's third response to the suggesrion
that he should give $roo to the complete stranger turns on a false claim.
Bloggs's response was supposed to be that big'C' consequentialism condemns
itself by big 'C' consequenrialism's own lights, things may be worse when
we try and succeed in making them better. The iblse premiss in Bloggs's
argument for this conclusion is the premiss that if we sometimes have, as our
strongest desire, the desire to give bene{its to our nearest and dearest, then
it isn't the case that our strongest desire is always the desire that there be as
rnany benefits as possible for people. For, given the limits of our knowledge
and self-control, it turns out that the acts that maximize exDected benefits for
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people generally are the acts that maximize expected benefits for our nearest
and dearest. There is therefore no inconsistency in having a pair of desires
tied as our strongest desires. Our actions can all be overdetermined. For these
desires-the desire that our nearest and dearest benefit, and the desire that the
people in general benefit-don't require us to act in different ways, not given
our limited knowledge and self-control. So even if we all try and succeed in
doing what big 'C' consequentialism tells us to do we can still have, within
ourselves, the crucial desire whose possession is necessary for our living a

Jackson thus goes
suggestion
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Now what the nearest and dearest objection purports to show is that there is
something wrong with big 'C' consequentialism by the theory's own lights;
for, to repeat, the theory itself seems to tell us that the outcome is worse if we
all try and succeed in making it better. But it is hard to see the relevance of the
empirical considerations Jackson adduces to this objection. To be sute, if the
people mentioned in the crucial premiss of the nearest and dearest objection
are people like you and me, people with lirnited knowledge and self-control,
then the premiss of the objection is false. But in that case we shouldjust assume
that the people mentioned in the prerniss of the objection don't have (say)
such limited self-control. For the premiss of the argument is in that case true,
and the conclusion then apparently follows.

Nor is this a fanciful reply. Jackson hirnself admits that there are people
in the actual world who are much more self-controlled than the rest of us,
people like Mother Theresa and Ralph Nader (|ackson r99r, p.48r). They
seem both willing and able to act in ways that increase expected neutral value
for a group that isn't the small group of their family, friends, fellow citizens,
and the like, and they seem willing and able to do so notwithstanding the fact

that they make their own lives worse than they could have been as a result.
So let's just imagine a community of people who are all more like Ralph
Nader and Mother Theresa. When the people in this comrnunity all try and
succeed in making the outcome better then, by big 'C' consequentialism's
own lights, the outcome is worse than it would have been if they had been
dift-erently motivated, and so had acted differently. If this is an objection to
big'C' consequentialism at all, then the mere possibility of such a comnrltnity
seerns to be all that's required to bring that objection to the fore.
It therefore seems to me that Jackson's reply to the nearest and dearest
objection misses its mark. It does not help with that objection to reformulate
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'c' consequentialisrn as the doctrine that we should nraxirnize, not neutral
value sirnpliciter, but expected neutral value.
big

4.

consequentialism may tell people to perforrn certain acts, but also tell them to
lead a liG which is quite different from the liG that they would lead if they did
perform all of those acts. Far fron condemning itself, big 'C' consequentialisln
thus simply applies its principle of evaluation per{ectly consistently to anything
and everything that we might want to evaluate.
To rry mind this provides us with a powerful and decisive reply to the
version of the nearest and dearest objection that worries Jackson. The reply
concedes the premiss of the objection. Big 'C' consequentialism does indeed
tell us to act in ways which are such that, if we consistently acted in those

Parfit's reply to the nearest and dearest objection

So far we have sirnply taken it for granted that Blogg's third response to our
suggestion that he should give the $roo to the cornplete stranger constituted an
objection to big 'C' consequentialism. If the rnembers of a community could
all try and succeed in making the outcome better, by big 'c' consequentialism's
owrr lights, and yet the outcorne is worse, again by the theory's own lights, than
it would have been if they had been dift-erently rnotivated, and so had acted
differently, then, we have assurned, this does indeed constitute an objection to
big'C' consequeritialism. But does it really?

Like Mill, Sidgwick a.d others, Parfir i'sists rhat we distinguish sharply
between the different things that can be evaluated in big 'c' consequentialist
terrrrs (Mill 186r, Sidgwick 19o7, Adanrs ry76, IHarc r98r, Railton r9g4).
One question we can ask is which act an agent should perform. In big ,C'
consequentialist terrrls, this amounts to the question,'of the various acts that
an agent could perform, which is the act that will produce the greatest neutral
value?' Another question we can ask is which desires an agent should possess.
In big 'C' consequentialist terms, this amounts to the question, 'Of the various
desires that an agent could have, which are the desires whose possession by
him will produce the greatest neutral value?' And yet another question we can
ask is which life an agent shor"rld live. In big'c' consequentialist terms, rhis
anrounts to the question, 'C)f the various lives an agent could live, which is the

life the living of which by him will produce the greatest neutral value?' And
so we could go on (Parfit 1984 pp.z8-9; see also Railton r988, Brink 1989,
Pettit and Srrrith zooo).

Parfit points out that so long as the items up for evaluation have different

consequences frorn each other, big 'C' consequentialism's answers to these
diftererit questions will be logically independent of each other. Notwithstanding

the intirrrate connection between the desires people have and the acts that
those desires procluce, it therefore follows that, since their desires can have
effects independently of these acts, big 'C' consequentialism rnay teli people to
perform certain acts, but also tell them to have desires which are quite dift-erent
frorn those that they would have if they were ro perforrn all of those acts. The
same is true of the lives that people lead and the acts that they perform in
leading their liG. Since too these have different effects, it follows that bie 'c'
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ways, we would lead lives that are not worth living. For what the reply
denies is that it follows from this that big 'C' consequentialism tells us to
lead such lives. On the contrary, the reply goes, big 'C' consequentialisrn
tells each of us to live that life, of those we could live, which is such that,
by living that life, we maximize neutral value. The premiss of the nearest
and dearest objection thus doesn't support the conclusion. It gives us no
reason to believe that big 'C' consequentialism condemns itself. Big 'C'
consequentialism doesn't condemn itself. Rather, to repeat, it requires us to
apply its principle of evaluation consistently to everything that we might want
to evaluate-actions, desires, lives-independently of our appiication of it to
anything else.
At one point Jackson considers this line of reply to the nearest and dearest
objection, but rejects it.

I am not here denying the correct and important point that some particular action
may be wrong in consequentialist terms and yet spring from a character which is right
in consequentialist terrns. I am denying that the point helps with the essentials of
the nearest and dearest objection. For the consequences of having a character which
gives a special place in one's a{lections and concerns to those persons who are closest
to one are, in the main, consequences of the manifestations of such a character,
that is, ofthe actions which are especially directed to the needs ofthose closest to us.
Hence, a consequentialistjustification ofsuch a character presupposes a consequentialist
justification of those actions-which returns us to the very question raised by the
nearest and dearest objection. (Jackson rggt 479)
But I am not sure how Jackson can say what he goes on to say, given the
qualifier 'in the main'. The crucial point is that, since the consequences of
our actions and our character are non-identical, no conclusion about the
character we ought to have, or the life we ought to lead, can be drawn from
big 'C' consequentialism's answer to the question 'Which actions ought we
to perform?' This completely undermines the nearest and dearest objection
because that objection, in eftect, attempts to draw just such a conclusion.
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Pr(coneplete atre/drug
Z(death).

5. Jackson's preferred formulation of big 'C'
consequentialism

best chance of rnaximizing neutral value. And according to the third, the
fortiulation which Jackson prefers, big 'c' consequentialism tells us that we
ought to act so as rnaximize expected neutral value.
As I said, Jackson's argurnent for formulating big 'C' consequentialisrn in
terms of expected neutr:rl value proceeds by way of a discussion of examples.
Here is the first example.
is a physician

who has to decide on the correct treatluent for her patient, John, wh<r
Jill
has a rninor but not trivial skin cornplaint. She has three drugs ro choose from: drug A,
drug B, and drug C. Careful consideration of ttre literature has led her to the following
opirrions. Drr-rg A is very likely to relieve the condition but will not complerely cure
it. one of drugs B and c wiil co'rpletely cure rhe skin condition; the other rhough
will kill the patienr, and there is no way she can tell which of the two is the perfect
cure and which the killer drug. What shouldJill do?

The possible outcones we need to consider are: a cornplete cure for John, a partial
cure, lncl death. It is clear how to rank them: a complete cure is best, followed by a
parcial cure, and worsr isJohn's death...But how do we rnove from that ranking to a
resolution concernirrg what Jill ought to do? The obvious answer is to rake a leaf out
of decisiol theory's book and rake the results of muhiplying the value of each possible
olltconre given that the action is performed, sununing these for each action, and then
designating the action with the greatest surn as what ought to be done. In our example
there will be three sulr1s to consider, namely:
taken)

x

Z(parrial cure)

-|

Pr(r.ro change/clrug

A

taken) x

Z(no change);
Pr(cornplete cure/drug B taken)

Z(death); and
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x

Z(cornplere cure)

*

Pr(death,/drug

C

taken)

as described, the first will take the highest value, and so we
prescribe drug A. (Jackson t99t 462-3)
should
answer
thatJili
get the

Obviously, in the situation

expected neutral value. Though, as we have seen, formulating the doctrine in
these terms doesn't help with the nearest and dearest objection, the argument he
gives for formulating big 'c' consequentialism in this way is worth considering
on its own merits.
The argument proceeds by way of a discussion of two examples which are
supposed to help us choose between the competing formulations. There are
rnany fornulatiorrs to consider, but Jackson restricts himself to considering
three. According to one, rhe formulation which we gave initially, big .C,
consequentialisrn tells us that we ought to act so as maximize neutral value.
According to the second, it tells us that we ought to act so as to have the

A

f

x

As we saw,Jackson makes a good deal ofthe fact that big'c' consequentialisrn
requires us to act so as to rnaxinrize not neutral value simpliciter, but rather

Pr'(partial cure/drug

C taken) x Z(complete cure)
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Pr(death/drug B taken) x
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What this example is supposed to show is that it would be implausible to
formulate big 'C' consequentialism as the doctrine that we ought to act so
as to maximize neutral value. For neutral value is at a maximum when John
is completely cured, so Jill's prescribing drug A, which will partially but not
completely cure him, is, by this criterion, definitely not the thing that we
ought to do. This leaves us with only two alternatives: prescribing either drug
B or drug C. But, Jackson says, ''We would be horrified if she prescribed drug
B, and horrified if she prescribed drug C.' (fackson t99r, p.466) So, Jackson
concludes, it can hardly be plausible td'suppose that big 'C' consequentialism
tells us that we ought to maximize neutral value.
Here isJackson's second example.
Jill is the doctor and John is the patient with the skin problem. But this tirne
Jill has only two drugs, drug X and drug Y, at her disposal which have any chance of
efiecting a cure. Drug X has a 9o(% chance of curing the patient but also has a ro'%
chance ofkilling hirn; drug Y has a 5o% chance ofcuring the patient but has no bad
side effects. Jill's choice is between prescribing X or prescribing Y. It is clear that she
should prescribe Y, and yet that course of action is not the course of action rnost likely
to have the best results. (Jackson rggt:. 467)
As before,

F':ti:
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What this second example is supposed to show is that it would be implausible
to formulate big 'C' consequentialism as the doctrine that we ought to act so
as to have the best chance of maximizing neutral value. For Jill's prescribing
drug X has a 9o'% chance of rnaximizing neutral value-that is, of bringing
about a conplete cure-whereas prescribing drug Y only has a 5o% chance
of having this result. Yet what Jill plainly should do is prescribe drug Y. Jill
should prescribe drug Y, notwithstanding the fact that it does not have the
greatest chance ofproducing the best result.
Taken together, what the two examples are supposed to show is that

big'C'

consequentialism is best forrnulated as the doctrine that we ought to act so as
to maximize expected neutral value. For this forrnulation supposedly gives us
the right answers in both examples. It tells us that Jill ought to prescribe drug
A in the three drugs example, and it tells us that she ought to prescribe drug
Y in the two drugs example. But while I admit that this sounds superficially
plausible, it seems to rne that, on further reflection, we see that Jackson's use
of the two examples to support the expected value formulation of big 'C'
consequentialism is flawed in a quite fundamental way. Insofar as it is a doctrine
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about what we ought to do, big'C' consequentialism is best formulated as the
doctrine that we ought to act so as to maximize neutral value (see also Parfit
1984, Railtorr 1984, Brink 1989). This means that I disagree with whatJackson
says about the three drugs example.
We get a hint of the problem withJackson's argurnent very early on when

believes. (Jackson t9<1t: 464)

desires maximizes (expected) neutral value. This straightforwardly conflicts
withJackson's claim in the quoted sentence.
Suppose big 'C' consequentialism tells us that only one thing is of value,
namely pleasure. What Jackson says in the quoted sentence, on the moral
interpretation of the 'ought', is that big 'C' consequentialism tells us that
people ought (morally) to have the desire for pleasure, whereas, to repeat,
what big'C' consequentialism in fact tells us is that people ought (morally) to
have that set of desires whose possession maximizes (expected) pleasure. This
may be a set of desires that consists of one member, the desire for pleasure, but,
equally, it may not be. Everything depends on whether possession of the desire
for pleasure maximizes (expected) pleasure. So on the moral interpretation of
the 'ought', the quoted sentence isn't obviously true at all.
In any event, the moral intetpretation of the sentence is plainly wrongheaded. WhatJackson is trying to do isjto formulate big'C' consequentialism's
account of what we ought (morally) to do, so we can hardly use the big'C'
consequentialist principle itself in formulating that account. If we already have
a big 'C' consequentialist principle, why not just apply it directly to acts? As
Jackson himself puts it in discussing a related idea:

The suggestion is thus that what big 'C' consequentialism tells agents to do is
what they ought to do according to a variant on standard decision theory, the
variant in which we combine what they in fact believe with the desires which

[P]erhaps we are being oflered a uariant on consequentiaiisrn according to which an
action is to be judged not directly but via the status, judged consequeutiaily, of the
character which gives rise to it, but then we appear to be ianded with a dubious
compromise reminiscent of rule utilitarianism. If consequences are the key in one

he explains how we can represent what big 'C' consequentialism tells agents to
do in terms of what a variant on standard decision theory tells them that they
ought to do.
[W']e can think of consequentialism's value function as telling us what, according to
consequentialism, we ought to desire. For a person's desires can be represented-with,
of course, a fair degree of idealization-by preference funccion which ranks states

of afhirs in tenls of how rnuch the person "would like the state of aflairs to obtain,
and we can think of consequentialism as saying that the desires a person ought to
have are those which would be represented by a preGrence function which coincided
with consequentialism's value function. The other ingredient in the decision-theoretic
account of what consequentialisnl says a person ought to do, the a€lent's subjective
probability function, is an idealization of the agenr's beliefs. Hence, the decisiontheoretic account is one in rerms of what the person ought to desire and in fact

big'C'

consequentialism tells them they ought to have.
There is a major problem with this suggestion, however. For we need to
provide an interpretation of the 'ought' that makes the crucial sentence in
this passage-'we can think of consequentialism as saying that the desires a
person ought to have are those which would be represented by a preference
function which coincided with consequentizrlism's value function'-come out
true. There are three interpretations to be considered: I will call these the
moral, the formal and the critical interpretations of the'ought'. Let rne begin
with the moral interpretation, just to set it to one side.

What the quoted sentence

says, on the moral interpretation, is that

big 'C'

consequentialism tells us that the desires a person ought (morally) to have are
those that coincide with big'c' consequentialism's value function. But this is
evidently fllse. As we saw in our discussion of Parfit's response to the nearest
and dearest objection, just as big 'C' consequentialism says that people ought
(rnorally) to perforrn those acts, of those they could perform, that maximize
(expected) neutral value, it says that people ought (morally) to have those
desires, of those they could have, which are such that their possession of those
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place, why not across the board? flackson r99t:479)

Let's therefore put the moral interpretation to one side. This leaves us with
two alternative interpretations: what I've called the forrnal, and the critical
interpretations.

The idea behind the formal interpretation of the 'ought' is that, just as
belief has the forrnal aim of truth, frorn which it follows that people ought
(in this formal sense) to have true beliefs or knowledge, so desire has, as its
formal aim, the good, from which it follows that people ought (in this formal
sense) to desire what is, in fact, good. Il for example, pleasure is good, then,
the suggestion goes, people ought (formally) to desire pleasure. So, just as big
'C' consequentialisrn's clairn that people ought (rnorally) to have those beliefs
whose possession maximizes neutral value is no objection to the claim that
people ought (formally) to have true beliefs, so, according to this alternative
interpretation of the quoted sentence, big 'C' consequentialism's claim that
people ought (rnorally) to have those desires whose possession maxirnizes
neutral value is no objection to the claim that people ought (formally) to desire

I
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formulate big'C' consequentialism decision-theoretically. He explains why in
the course of giving a response to what he calls an 'annoying complication'.

what is, in flct, good. It is the latter interpretation that is crucial in formulating
big 'C' consequentialisrn decision-theoretically. Or so the suggestion goes.
People ought (morally) to do what they ought to do according to the varianr
on decision theory in which we replace their actual desires with the desires
that they ought (fonnally) to have.

The problem with this formal interpretarion of the 'ought' in the quoted
sentence, however, is that though it makes the quoted sentence cofile out
true, it also nrakes rrruch rnore glaring Jackson's lack of even-handedness in
explaining how we can represent what big 'c' consequentialisnr tells people
to do in terms of what they ought to do according to a variant on standard
decision theory. For if, irr forrnulating the variant on standard decision theory,
regular desires are to be replaced by desires which meet their fonnal aim, then

I

I

464)

was sr-rpposedly refuted by the three drugs example. Sornething therefore seems

to have gone badly wrong. To anticipate what is to come, if the three drugs
exatrple does indeed tell against this forrnulation of big 'C' consequentialism,
therr sr"rrely we rnust suppose that it tells equally against both the suggestion thar
we replace ordinary beliefs by beliefs that meet their forrnal aim, and ordinary
desires with desires that meet their formal airn_
As I said, Jackson hirnself notes the possibility that we should fonnulate big
'c' consequentiaiisrn decision-theoretically by replacing an agent's desires and
beliefs with desires and beliefs that both meet their formal airn. He doesn't,
however, think that this idea is very plausible. In other words, he denies that
we should be even-handed in our treatment of belief and desire when we

L-

function at the time of action may dift'er from her function at other times, and form
the probability function of other persons at the same or other tines. What happens if
we substitute one of these other functions in place of the agent's probability function
at the time of action? The answer is that we get an annoying profusion of 'oughts'...
have no alternative but to recognize a whole range of oughts-what
to do by the lights of her beliefs at the tine of action, what she ought to do
by the lights of what she later establishes... , what she ought to do by the iights of one
or another onlooker who has different infqrmation on the subject, and, what is urore,
what she ought to do by God's lights, that is, by the ligha of one who knows what
wili and would happen for each and every course of action ... I hereby stipulate that
what I mean from here-on by 'ought,' and what I meant, and hope and expect you
implicitly took me to mean when we were discussingS the examples, was the ought most
immediately relevant to action, the ought which I urged to be the primary business of
ethical theory to deliver. When we act we must perforce use what is available to us at
the rime, not what may be available to us in the future or what is available to soneone
else, and ieast of all what is available to a God-like being who knows everything about
what would, will and did happen.... (fackson rggr:47r-z)
she ought

[Iln addition to disti'guishing what a person in facr desires from whar he or she
ought to desire, we also distinguish what a person in fact believes from what a person
olrght to believe...Hence, it nrighr well be suggested that we should recover the
consequentialist answer to what a person ought to do frorn the value function via what
that person ought to believe rather than from what he or she in fao believes. (fackson
But if we were to do this then, given that what a person ought (forrrrally) to
believe is what is true-since a person ought (formally) to have knowledge-it
would follow that, according to big 'C' consequentialism, people ought to
rnaxirnize neutral value, not maxinrize expected neutral value. For this is what
agents ought to do according to the variant on standard decision theory that
replaces an agent's ordinary desires and beliefs with desires and beliefs that rneet
their forrrral aim. Yet this is the forrnulation of big'C'consequenrialism that

... I need to note an annoying compiication. I have been arguing for an interpretation
of consequentialisrn which makes what an agent ought to do the act which has the
greatest expected moral utility, and so is a function of the consequentialist value
function and the agent's probability function at the time. But an agent's probability

I think that we

shouldn't regular beliefs also be replaced by beliefs that meet their formal aim?
In other words, shouldn't regular beliefs be replaced with knowledge? Jackson
notes this possibility hirrrself at one point:

r99t:
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Jackson's explanation of why we shouldn't be even-handed in our treatment
of belief and desire is that we can't be even-handed in this way if we are trying
to elucidate the 'ought most immediately relevant to action'.
This suggests the third possible reading of the 'ought' in the crucial
sentence that appears in Jackson's account of how big 'C' consequentialism

can be represented decision-theoretica\. When he says 'we can think of
consequentialism as saying that the desires a person ought to have are those
which would be represented by a preference function which coincided with
consequentialism's value function', perhaps he intends the 'ought' to be read
as the 'ought most immediately relevant to action.' Now, as I understand it,
the 'ought' that is most immediately relevant to action is the 'ought' that
underwrites rational criticism of what agerrts do: it is, as I shall say, what
they ought (critically) to do. When we act, our aim is to live up to our
responsibilities as rational agents, thereby avoiding rational criticism. In order
to do this we must exercise all of those rational capacities we possess whose
exercise is required for rational action. For, so long as we do this, we do all
that we can; and, since it cannot be supposed that we ought (critically) to do
something that we cannot do, we do all that we ought (critically) to do.
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I take it that this is whyJackson is so scarhing about the idea of an 'ought' that
is based on God-like knowledge. Since no one could have such knowledge,

fact that an agent fully exercises such rational capacities as he possesses in the
fonnation of his means-end beliefs will, of course, be no guarantee that his
means-end beliefs are true, for he may lack certain crucial rational capacities,
or his evidence may be misleading. Human agents are not God-like. All it
guarantees is that, if the agent's means-end beliefs are false, then at least it
will not be his fault. For in acting he will have done all that he can, and all,

given that we are trying to elucidate what agents ought to do in the sense of
'ought'that is'most inunediately relevant 16 xslisn'-1hat is, given that we are
trying to elucidate what agents ought (critically) to do-it is irrelevant what
agents would do if they had God-like knowledge. what is relevant is rather
what they would do if they were to fully exercise such, admittedly lirnited,
belief-forming capacities as rhey have. Let me illustrare the ways in which this

therefore, that he ought (critically) to do.
Moreover when, in acting, an agent does everything that he ought (critically)
to do. he will also have desires for ends that elude rational criticisrn. Of course,
radical Flumeans deny that desires for ends are fit objects of rational criticisnr.
But this certainly isn't the view of those, likeJackson, who defend the modest
form of internalism which holds that judgements of value and desires for ends
stand in the following rational relation^(|ackson and Pettit t995):

idea can be developed with some examples.
Suppose an agent desires to walk into a room, and he has two beliefs about
how he
achieve this. He can walk through door r, which he is cerrain
'right
will get hirn into the room, or he can walk through door z, which he is fairly

confident will get hirn into rhe room, though he is not absolutely cerrain:
he thi'ks it might just be a door to a cupboard. Given that the strength
of agents' instnrmental desires should be a function of the strength of their
desires for ends and their level confidence about the means to their ends,
it follows that this agent should have a stronger instrumental desire to open
door r than to open door z. In decision-theoretic terms, he will rnaximize
expected utility by opening door r. This is therefore what he would do if
he fully exercised his capacity for insrrumental rationality. In this sense, it is
what he ought (critically) to do. But of course, for all that, the agent
'right
not exercise these capacities fully. For example, he might put his desire
to
walk into the roorn together with his belief about door z, but sirnply not pnt
it together with his belief about door r. If this is what he does then he will
presurnably have an instrumental desire to open door z, and no instrumental
desire to open door r. What he will do is open door z, and, in so doing,
he will act intentionally, but irrationally. He will fail to do what he ought
(critically) to do.
If this is the right way to undersrand the 'ought' that Jackson is trying ro
elucidate, then we can generalize. When an agent acts, and in so doing fully
exercises all of the rational capacities he possesses whose exercise is required
for rational action-that is to say, when, in acting, he does everything that
he ought (critically) to do-then he will presumably exercise other rational
capacities as well. For example, just as he will act on instrumental desires
that elude criticisrn in terrns of norms of instrumental rationality, he will
act on rneans-ends belief that elude criticism in terms of epistemic norms.
F{is means-end beliefs will be fomred on the basis of sound reasoning fronr
evidence, rather than on the basis of unsound reasoning, or whimsy, at least
to the extent that he has the capacity to engage in such reasoning. The rnere
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For, according to MI, those who possess the capacity to have desires for
ends for the things that they judge to be good, but who fail to exercise that
capacity, are also rationally criticizable (Smith 1994). They fail either to have
the desires for ends that they ought (critically) to have, or they fail to make
the value judgements that they ought (critically) to make. Someone who, in
acting, does everything that he ought (critically) to do thus doesn't just act so
as to realize their desires for ends, but also acts so as realize what he judges to
be good.

Finally, as this example suggests, an agent who acts having done everything
that he ought (critically) to do, will also be an agent whose value judgements
elude rational criticism. That is to say, rnuch like his means-end beliefs,
his value judgernents will be formed on the basis of sound reasoning frorn
evidence, rather than on the basis of unsound reasoning, or whimsy, at least to
the extent that he is capable of such reasoning. Again, as with his means-end
beliefs, the mere fact that he fully exercises such rational capacities as he
possesses in making his value judgements will be no guarantee that his value
judgements are true. He may lack certain crucial capacities, or his evidence
may be misleading. All it guarantees is that, if they are false, then it is not his
fault. In acting he will have done all that he can, and all, therefore, that he
ought (critically) to do.
To sum up, when agents act, they are liable for rational criticism i{, in acting,
they fail to exercise all of the rational capacities they have whose exercise is
required for rational action. If we diagram the various eletnents potentially

I
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ro.r. Rational Action

involved

in rational action, then the places where

these capacities can be
exercised are represented by the arrows and plus signs relating the elements in

bold (see also Smith zoo4).
As rational agents, most of us have capacities of some sort to respond to
available evidence in the formation of both our means-end beliefs and our
value judgernents; to respond to our value judgements in the formation of our
desires for ends; and to respond to our desires for ends and means-end belie6
when we subsequently nlove our bodies. An agent who does everything that
he ought (critically) to do when he acts is thus one who fully exercises these
capacities. But of course, since an agent cannot guarantee that the evidence
available to him isn't nrisleading, there is no reason to suppose that, merely by
exercising his rational capacities, he can guarantee that his means-end beliefs or
value judgenlents are true. Nor, for that sarne reason, can an agent guarantee
that the ends he desires will result fronr his rnoving his body. There is thus
no general presurnption that agents ought (critically) to act irr accordance with
the true and the good, because their doing so is not, in general, under their

rational control.
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if

shows the extent to which Jackson
his goal is indeed to elucidate the 'ought

most immediately relevant to action'-that is, what we ought (critically) to
do. True enough, we rationally crirticize agents if they fail to act on appropriate
means-end beliefs: that is, if they fail to exercise their capacity for instrumental
rationality. What they ought (critically) to do is to act having exercised this
capacity. But we equally rationally c''iticize agents if they act on means-end
beliefs that are formed on the basis of sloppy reasoning, or whimsy. In
other words, since expectations are rationally criticizable, so too are actions
'What
agents ought (critically) to do is
performed on the basis of expectations.
to act having exercised their capacity for epistemic rationality. And we equally
rationally criticize agents if they act on desires for ends that do not accord with
their judgements of value, and agents-who act on value judgements that are
formed on the basis of sloppy reasonirig or whimsy. Glaringly, however, we
no more rationally criticize agents for failing to do what is in fact good than
we rationally criticize them for failing to act on means-end beliefs that are in

facts
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This helps us understand what is really going on in Jackson's examples.
Consider again Jill, faced with a choice between giving John drugs A, B, and
C, but this tirne let's suppose thatJill disagrees with us about the relative value
of the outcomes, and let's also suppose that this disagreement in no way reflects
badly on her as a rational subject. Perhaps she was simply raised in a context
in which all the evidence supported value judgements that we don't ourselves
with. As Jackson tells the story, we are supposed to be horrified if she
givesJohn drug B, and equally horrified if she givesJohn drug C, because in
doing so she fails to maximize expected value. To maxirnize expected value
she must give John drug A. But what his discussion of the exarnple buries is
the fact that, to the extent that our horror reflects our assessment ofJill as a
rational agent-that is, to the extent that our horror is based on our belief
thatJill fails to exercise such rational capacities as she has-the values we take
to be relevant will have to be Jill's values, not our own. If, relative to her
agree

own assignment of values, givingJohn drug B, or drug C, maximizes expected
valtre then we would rationally criticize her for failing to giveJohn either drug
B, or drug C. This is what she ought (critically) to do.
Conversely, if we suppose that in assessingJill's conduct we are allowed to
replaceJill's values with sorle other system of values-suppose, for example,
that in the spirit ofJackson's preferred decision-theoretic formulation ofbig'C'
consequentialism, we replace her values with what big 'C' consequentialism
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replaced by desires for what is good. It therefore seems to me that Jackson
fails to give a convincing arp;ument for the expected neutral value formulation
'W'e
should suppose that big 'C' consequentialism
of big 'C' consequentialism.
tells agents to maximize neutral value simpliciter, not maximize expected
neutral value.

tells us to be good-therr, when we assess Jill's concluct, we are plainly no
longer interested in assessing her as a rational agent. The 'ought' clairns rve
rnake are not claims about whatJill ought (critically) to do; they are not 'ought'
clairns that are rrrost irnmediately relevant to action. They are 'ought' claims
of the other kirrd, claims about whatJill ought (fonnally) to do.
The upshot is that, to the extent that we feel horrified merely by Jill,s
failure to act in accordance with what big 'c' consequentialism deenrs to
be really good-to the exte't that we find something to lament about that,
i'depe'dently of whether her own judgements of value accord with big
'C)' co'seque'tialism, and, if they do, whether this can be traced to sloppy

6. The

epistemological version of the nearest
and dearest objection

reasoning or whimsy on her behalf-so, by parity of reasoning, we should
Gel equally horrified by her failure to act on means-end beliefs thar are true.
In assessing whether she ought to give drug A, or drug B, or drug C, we
therefore have no choice but to replace her desires by desires for what big 'c'
consequentialisrn deerns to be good, and her means-end beliefs with beliefs

In this final section. I would like to return to consider another version of the
nearest and dearest objection, a version I mentioned at the beginning, but put

about what really are means to the ends that are good. W'e have no choice
but to adopt a God-like point of view. But if we do this then, of course, we
reach the conclusion that Jill ought to give John that drug, whichever it is,
that in fact effects a complete cure: drug B, or drug Cl, whichever it is. In
other words, we reach the conclusion that what Jill ought to do is maxinrize
neutral value.

To sum up, there are two salient ways in which we can represent what
an agent ought (morally) to do in rerrns of what they ought to do according
to a variant on decision theory. According to one, what we are interested
in is what the agent ought (critically) to do. This is the 'ought' that is most
irnmediately relevant to action. what we do in this case is ask what the agent
or-rght to do according to the variant on decision theory in which she has
the desires and beliefs that she would have if she fully exercised her rational
capacities. Such an agent will maxirnize expected value, but the beliefs and
values in question will both be closely related ro her own. There will be no
general presumption that such an agent will value what is good, or believe
what is true. According to the other, what we are intetested in is what the
agent ought (fonnally) to do. what we do in this case is ask what the agent
ought to do according to the variant on decision theory in which her desires
and beliefi are both replaced by desires and beliefi that meet their fonrral
airn. The agent desires what is good and believes what is true. Such an agenr
see what 'ought' we
would be elucidati'g by lacking even-handedness in the wayJackson suggesrs,
that is, by asking what the agent ought to do according to that variant on
decision theory in which an agent has his actual beliefs, but his desires are

will therefore simply maximize value. But it is hard to
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to one side. The objection I have in reind is epistemological (Smith zoor). [t
is the version of the objection that Bloggs has in mind when he gives the first
of the responses we considered to our suggestion that he should give the $roo
to the stranger.
According to John Rawls, we all come to moral philosophy with various
firmly held convictions about what is value and what is not, and about which
actions are right and which are not, and what we want to know is whether
these convictions are justified (Rawls r95r). Rawls's farnous suggestion is that
there is a common-sense procedure by which we test these convictions. This
'W'e
test our convictions by trying, as
is the reflective equilibrium procedure.
best we can, to bring them into some sort of system. Justification is a matter

of surwiving in such a systematization. More precisely, his suggestion is that
we test our convictions by first coming up with a hypothesis about what
is of fundamental value, or what the fundamental principles are. In doing
this, we invoke the standard criteria for constructing theories. We formulate
a hypothesis that is simple, elegant, powerful, and adequate to the task of
explaining why the convictions with which we began are true. A moral theory
is, essentially, just such a hypothesis.
Sometimes, when we formulate such a hypothesis we find that it is sufficiently simple, elegant, powerful and adequate to the task of explaining
why some subset of our firmly held convictions are true that it gives us the
confidence to reject, as mistaken or misguided, those convictions with which
we began with which it is inconsistent. BLlt sometimes the reverse is true.
A hypothesis might have the wrong mix of theoretical virtues-it might be
simple, say, but insufticiently adequate to the task of explaining our firmly
held convictions-and so not inspire the confidence required to get us to
reject the convictions with which it is inconsistent. In the former case we
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reject our convictions
as incredible.

I

as

it,

unjustified. In the latter

case

objecion that consequentialism wou1d, given the way things more oI

we reject our hypothesis

understand

to big 'C'

the fundamental principles are. According to big'C' consequentialisn, stating
the fundamental principles is easy, as there is only one such principle, and it
is analytic: we ought to act so as to maximize value. The hard part, the part
where big'C' consequentialism really does amount to a substantive hypothesis,
is to give an account of the values that are to be maximized. Though big'C'
consequentialism is consistent with a range of possibilities in this regard, it
places one significant globzrl constraint on the form of all the values: values are
orre and all neutral in fbrrn, which is to say that they are expressed in principles
like N, rather than in principles like R.
Big'C' consequentialisrrr's hypothesis that all values are neutral is very simple.
But what the nearest and dearest objection brings out is that the simplicity of
the hypothesis doesn't inspire sufficient confidence in us to reject our firmly
'We
hear a story like Bloggs's and
held conviction that sorrre values are relative.
we are supposed to find ourselves disrnissing his atteurpt to give a justification
of his conduct, but we can't disrniss it. We share Bloggs's conviction that there
are relative values at stake and that they can be realized by his giving the $roo
to his child. Our confidence in the clairn that there are relative values is thus
greater than our confidence in big 'C' consequentialism's hypothesis that all
values are neutral, notwithstandirrg the fact that that hypothesis purchases an
abundance of the theoretical virtue of simplicity. In this way what the nearest
and dearest objection brings out is that big 'C' consequentialism is sirnply
incredible. This, as I understand it, is the epistemological version of the nearest
and dearest objection.
Right at the very end of his paperJackson briefly considers, and rejects, the
nearest and dearest objection in its urore episcerriological cast.
One objectiorr to consequentialisrrr is that it conflicts with firlily held moral convictions,
in particular concerning oul obligations toward our nearest and dearest. It rnay be
urpJed that ny reply to this objection is seriously incomplece. For we can reasonably
easily describe a possible case where the factors I rnentioned as providing a justification
in consequenlialist terms for favouring one's nearest and dearest do not apply, and yet,
according to comlllonsense nrolality, one should favour, or at the least it is permissible
to favour, orre's nearest and dearest. My concern, though, has been to reply to the
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less are, render

the grorally good life nor worrh living. I take this to be the really disturbing aspect of the
nearesr and clearest objection. Consequentialists can perhaps live with the conilict with
conxnonsense morality, drawing for instance on the notorious difficulties attendinS;
giving a rationale for its central features. But it seems to me that they cannot live with
the conflict with a life worth living, given the way things Inore or iess are. That would
be to invite the challenge that their conception of what ought to be done had iost

there is an epistemological version of the nearest
consequentialisrn, a version that is best
in
understood
terrns of this Rawlsian reflective equilibrium procedure. Big
'C' conseqlrentialisrn is a hypothesis that is supposed to give systern to our
various firmly held convictions about what is of fundamental value and what

As

and dearest objection
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touch with hutnan n:'orality. flackson t<;9r 482)

to be much impressed with the epistemological
version of the nearest and dearest objection. But though only mentioned in
passing, it is important to note that Jackson's response to the episternological
version ofthe nearest and dearest objection is less than convincing.
givirrg a
Jackson tells us that there are 'notorious difiiculties attending
rationale' for the 'central features' of a rlon-big 'C' consequentialist hypothesis.
He provides a hint as to nature of these'notorious difiiculties'by footnoting
Shelley Kagan's The Limits of Morality (rq8q). But what Kagan argues, and
argues decisively, is that it is di{ficult to make sense of absolute constraints
on behaviour, constraints of the kind that are supposed to be required by
deontological restrictions. In small 'c' consequentialist tenns, this requires not
just the hypothesis that some values are relative-for example, the restriction
on my harming people requires the disvalue of the outcome of soneone's
being harmed by me, which does indeed require formulation iri a principle of

Jackson thus doesn't seem

p i:l

the sanre form as R-but also that this outcome has inJinite disvalue. Kagan's
ar€lument is, in essence, that such infinite disvalues cannot be combined in
any plausible way with uncertainty about their realization. But conceding that
Kagan is right about this, as it seems to me we should, doesn't tell in favour
of the big'C'consequentialism's hypothpsis that all value is neutral. There is
an alternative hypothesis in between these two, namely, the hypothesis that
in addition to neutral values there are relative values, but that all such values
arc Jinite.

As I understand it, this is all that the nearest and dearest objection assumes.
The objection is not that the relative value that attaches to a benefit to Bloggs's
child, in virtue of its being a benefit to his child, is such as to place an
absolute prohibition on his bringing about neutral value. The objection is
rather that, though in circumstances in which the gain in relative value is
small enough and the loss of neutral value large enough, the gain in relative
value would not outweigh the loss of neutral value, in circumstances like
those described in Bloggs's story where the gain in relative value is large and
the loss of neutral value srnall, the gain in relative value is great enough to

.'
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outweigh the loss in neutral value. This is not the hypothesis that the relative
to the weal and woe of our nearest and dearest are such
as to give rise to deontological restrictions. But it is still a hypothesis that
values that attach

is inconsistent with the big

'c'

consequentialist hypothesis that all value is

neutral.

It is perhaps worth adding that there is supposedly

another, and much
more well-known, difiiculty with giving a rationale for the central features
of a non-big 'c' conseqr.rentialist hypothesis. The difticulty is that brought
out by G. E. Moore in his famous argument against ethical egoism (Moore
r9o3). Moore argues that since the concept of value is not an indexed
concept-in other words, since there is no such thing as goodness,rlur*,, but
only goodness (unsubscripted)-we musr reformulate both N and R. principles
that ascribe agent neutral value, principles like N, must all be reformulated
using an unindexed concept of goodness, and principles that purpon ro
ascribe relative value, principles like R, must all be abandoned. They can

be given no coherent formulation at all once we reject the assumption
that the concept of value is an indexed concept. But if the concept of
relative value is, quite literally, incoherent, then that provides us with a
decisive reason to reject the episternological version ofthe nearest and dearest
objection.
As I said, Moore's argument turns on whether, according to the best analysis
of the concept of value, that concept is indexed or unindexed. unsurprisingly,
given that he takes the concept of value to be simple and unanalysable, Moore
thinks that the concept is unindexed. But these days no one takes seriously the
idea of there being a metaphysically sirnple property of goodness. Much the
rnost widely held theory of value is rather some version of the dispositional
theory (Smith r994). According to the dispositional theory, ro say that p is good
is to say (roughly speaking) thar we would desire that p ifwe had an ideal desire
set. However, if something along these lines is the right analysis of the concept
of value then it turns out that that concept is indexed after all (Smith zooz).
Goodness is indexed to that group of individuals whose ideal desires are the
truth-makers of evaluative clairns: all goodness is goodnessrnat
lroup of inclividuals.
Contrary to Moore, it is therefore at least coherent to suppose that there
are both neutral values and relarive values (Smith zoo3). For if we had an
ideal desire set then it is possible we would desire that all people benefit,
independently of whether or not they bear any special relationship to us, and
it is also possible that we would have an independent desire that our own
children benefit. In this way we can see that it is at least coherent to suppose
that both N and R are true.
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The upshot is that Jackson's response to the epistemological version of the
nearest and dearest objection, the response that follows Kagan, misses its mark,
and so too does Moore's nore well-known response to the epistemological
version of the objection. The epistemological version of the nearest and

dearest objection is therefore still very rnuch on the table. This is not, of
course, a serious objection to any ofJacksorr's principle concerns in 'Decision

Theoretic Consequentialism and the Nearest and Dearest Objection'. But
it does mean that, at the end of the day, we are yet to be told why we
shouldn't dismiss big 'C' consequentialisru on the grounds that it is simply
incredible.

Princeton university
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TULIA DRIVER

-

The work of FrankJackson has been important to at least two central debates in
consequentialist ethical theory-those hre the debates (I) between possibilism
and actualism and (z) between objective consequentialism and expectabilism
(or a variety of subjective consequentialism).'z Suppose that we define the right
action as that action which rnaximizes the good. Some writers, such as Michael

i;,,'.,:,,ai

Slote, have argued that this straightforward criterion is underdetermined. (See
Slote r99z: 239_48.) Are we to maximize'actual'good or'expected'good?
That is the debate between the objective consequentialist and the subjective
consequentialist (with a cave^t to be discussed later). There is also the issue
of whether or not the agent who is deliberating considers what would be
best given what will happen as opposed to what could or can happen. That
is the debate between the actualist and the possibilist in determining relevant

options for the moral agent to consider in deliberation. This essay explores
dift-ering answers to both of these questions, and then explores one strategy for
answeringboth-a strategy which has been very much influenced by the work

of Frank Jackson. Though I agree with Jackson on actualism I will disagree
with him on expectabilism. My claim is that the definition of 'right action' is
clear and not at all underdetermined-the right action just is the action that
maximizes the good, the actual good. But what is often confusing is that the
semantics of right is confused with an issue in the epistemology of right-that
is the issue of deterrnining how we are to go about doing the best that we can
properly.
1

I thanl Roger

Crisp, Mike Ridge, Walter Sinnott-Annstrong, and Roy Sorensen for helpful

conmrents on an earlier dralt ofthis paper.
2 lt's worth pointing out, however, that the actualism/posibilism debate has significance for moral
theory far beyond consequentialism. Any theory which holds that weighing options is crucial to tnoral
decision-makinq will need to conlront the issue.
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